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Abstract: 

BULAC, the Bibliothèque universitaire des langues et civilisations (in English : University Library 
for Language and Civilization Studies) will open to the public in 2010. It will offer a wide range of 
documentary resources on Non-Western languages and civilizations to students and researchers. 
These resources are at present scattered in many locations and are to be gathered in the new 
library. 

The primary aim of the project is to build a common multi-script catalogue. We had first of all to 
convert data from previous computerized catalogues (several formats, several character sets). We 
purchased consequently an integrated library system in 2003. This library system was decided to be 
unimarc and unicode compliant according to our specifications. 
The catalogue was launched in july 2005. It contains by now CJK, Cyrillic, Greek and Latin scripts. 
But, we had many difficulties with the character sets conversion. We had also to understand 
Unicode principles. 

The catalogue is now working properly. But we have to improve the index rules and we have also to 
implement many other scripts in the catalogue. 
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Diapositive 1 

Diapositive 2 

Under the supervision of the French department of Higher Education and Research, the University 

Library for Language and Civilization Studies was created to form the core of a European-level 

centre of excellence. 

Bulac will gather document collections coming from more than 20 libraries all located in Paris : 

~ 1 500 000 documents 

~ 25 000 serials 
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Diapositive 3 

One half of the 1.5 million documents are written in Non-Latin scripts. Many languages and scripts 

are present in our collections : 

- more than 100 languages 

- more than 40 scripts 
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BULAC will open in a new building whose construction will start in 2007 in a new fledgeling 

district gathering numerous university libraries, by the Bibliothèque nationale de France. 
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Diapositive 6 

This action had a high priority because some libraries which are taking part in the project had no 

computerized catalogue. BULAC purchased consequently an integrated library system in 2003 to 

build a common catalogue. 
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Our integrated library system is Millennium, a product from Innovative interfaces. 
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Diapositive 8 

The French Sudoc turned to Unicode recently (june 2005). So we can now catalogue documents 

written in CJK, Cyrillic, Greek, Armenian, Georgian. The right to left scripts are not yet supported. 

An other restriction : we cannot till now load unicode data from Sudoc in our library system and 

consequently we only receive the Latin part of the records in our catalogue. 
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Diapositive 9 

The daily increase of the catalogue is largely due to the retrospective conversion of cards catalogues. 

When these actions will be over, the catalogue will contain more than 1 500 000 bibliographic 

records. 
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Diapositive 10 

A working group met 7 times between may and december 2001 to study the Non-Latin collections 

in French libraries and defined the above principles. A report has been written : 

http://www.sup.adc.education.fr/bib/Acti/fcnl/sommaire.htm, in french. 
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The Unimarc manual, section 3, § 3.9 and 3.10 defines the treatment of different scripts. 
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Diapositive 13 


To show that Unimarc is Unicode compliant is very difficult ! Unimarc and Unicode are in fact 

independant things. Unimarc is simply a structured container for data. 
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Diapositive 29 

But we might wonder if the script codes are strictly necessary if the script coding system is Unicode 

because each character has its code and the display should always be good. The script code is useful 

to indicate the used script for non-specialists. It may also be used to allow some automatized 

treatments (like automatized romanization of some scripts like Cyrillic, Greek, …). It could perhaps 

be used for the right to left scripts… to make the software align these fields on the right of the 

screen. 
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Diapositive 32 

You can get many informations through the internet site of the consortium : http://www.unicode.org. 

For French librarians, an excellent canadian site provides French translations : http://hapax.qc.ca 

and other pieces of information. 
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Diapositive 34 


The compatibility is the reason why it may happen that the same character can be input in two ways 

(specially Latin characters with diacritics). 
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Diapositive 35 

There were difficulties in ISO 5426 and ANSEL conversions because the diacritics comes before 


the characters which they apply to whereas the diacritics follow the characters according to Unicode. 


So the process has to identify the complete relevant sequences before conversion. A supplementary 


difficulty is the fact that the character is sometimes followed by more than one diacritic (see 


vietnamese language). For example : 


ISO 5426 : ~ + ^ + o to convert in Unicode precomposed character : ỗ (or canonical decomposition 


o + ^ + ~) which have to be equivalent forms for indexing. 


When two character sets in the same file, we had to contend with codes conflicts between ISO 


8859-1 and Shift-JIS or Big5 codes in some files. So some latin characters were badly converted. 


For example : 


300 ##Trad. de : "Nankin sen : tozasareta kioku o tazunete : moto heishi 102 nin no sh � en", 


Tôoyô, Shakai heiron shoppansha, 2002. 


We had to correct the data manually. 
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Diapositive 36 

We install a set of fonts on each computer so that the opac can display all scripts we use and some 

we don't use at this time but we will use in the future. Our library system doesn't deal with several 

fonts. We must use one font at a time and it is very difficult to change that. But most cataloguers 

use only one script. 
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Diapositive 38 

The search in the catalogue need the use of IME keyboards or other tools to input Non-Latin 

characters. This is not very useful for the public and specially for the remote public. That's why we 

always create transliterated fields in Non-Latin records so that the documents can be searched with 

a Latin keyboard. 

Our public is mainly a European public and need searching with Latin keyboard.  
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Diapositive 39 


This experimental visual keyboard was built with Javascript. It might allow the public to input 

special diacritics and characters. 
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Diapositive 40 

The display is not correct. The date into square brackets is rejected at the beginning of the field in 

the Arabic field. The cause is the “weak” directionality property of “mirror characters” such 

parenthesis, square brackets… There were difficulties with the Unicode bidirectional algorithm 

(alias Bidi algorithm, http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr9/). "This document describes the algorithm 

used to determine the directionality for bidirectional Unicode text. The algorithm extends the 

implicit model currently employed by a number of existing implementations and adds explicit 

format codes for special circumstances. In most cases, there is no need to include additional 

information with the text to obtain correct display ordering." 

A library system provider has to implement this algorithm to manage properly the display of 

bidirectional data. 
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Diapositive 41 

Data contains both canonical decomposition and precomposed characters. A Unicode normalization 

rule is not applied. These equivalent forms are to be indexed in the same way. But it's not always 

true in our catalogue. 

When implementations keep strings in a normalized form, you can be assured that  alternative forms 

will have equivalent representations. See the Unicode reference document "Unicode normalization 

forms", http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr15/. 

The Unicode consortium provides a specification for how to compare two Unicode strings while 

remaining conformant to the requirements of The Unicode Standard. See the "Unicode collation 

algorithm", http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr10/. 
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